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Abstract
In cryptography for sending any information from sender to receiver, we have
to ensure about the three types of security policies i.e. integrity, confidentiality
and authentication. For confidentiality purpose, encryption-decryption technique
is used and for authentication purpose digital signature is used, so to ensure this
three properties, first sender encrypt the message and then sign the message. Same
process done at the receiver end that means first message is decrypted then verified,
so it’s two step process that increases the communication as well as computation
cost. But in many real life applications where more speed and less cost is required
like e-commerce applications, we can’t use signature then encryption technique,
so signcryption is the cryptographic primitives that provides signature as well as
encryption at the same time on a single step. First signcryption scheme is proposed
by Yullian Zheng in 1997, Since then many signcryption scheme is proposed based
on elliptic discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP) , Bilinear pairing, Identity Based
and certificate less environment. Many of the Signcryption scheme used Random
Oracle Model for their security proofs and few are based on standard model.
In this thesis we have surveyed the existing identity based signcryption scheme
and compare their security properties and efficiency. Along with this we have pro-
posed two schemes of which 1st one is an signcryption scheme based on identity
and the 2nd one signcryption scheme with certificateless environment. We start
with some formal definition of signcryption primitives and complete the thesis
with comparision with other models.
Keywords: Signcryption, Unsigncryption, PKG (Private Key Generator),
Hash function, bilinear pairing, public key cryptography.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this era information is treated as a asset which has a value like other assets. The
assets have to be secured from attacks and threats. To keep secure, information
must be follow different properties like integrity, confidentiality and availability.
Integrity means information can’t be changed by others. Confidentiality means
only authorized people can read the information and availability means informa-
tion must be available when it is needed.
Now a days in computer, internet is just a part of daily routine. The world is just
like virtual network where people can communicate through internet, that means
information is distributed so confidentiality plays a very crucial role in distributed
environment when message is transmitted from one computer to another.
The most important function of cryptography is integrity and confidentiality. Con-
fidentiality can be achieved by encryption and integrity can be preserved by dig-
ital signature. Encryption technique is divided into two categories: Private Key
Encryption technique and Public Key Encryption technique [1]. In private key
encryption there is a same secret key between sender and receiver but in public
key encryption [2] technique there are two keys (public and private key) between
sender and receiver where public key is known by all the people and private key is
secret. Private Key encryption is fast as compared to public key encryption. Pub-
lic key encryption technique is best suited in authentication and digital signature.
In public key cryptography any message that is encrypted by public key can be de-
crypted by matching private key. Similarly any message that is signed by private
key can only be verified by matching public key. For achieving confidentiality first
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message is encrypted by receiver’s public key and decrypted by receiver’s private
key. Similarly for achieving integrity message is signed by sender’s private key
and verified by sender’s public key. In public key cryptography [3] for ensuring
integrity, confidentiality and authentication first message is signed then encrypted
and send to the receiver side. In receiver side first message is decrypted then
it is verified. It’s the two step process called Signature-Then-Encryption [3, 4]
technique. In this application cost is more and efficiency is less and in real time
application where quick response is required signature then encryption can not be
used. To eliminate it, Yullian Zheng [4] in 1997 proposed the new cryptography
primitives called signcryption where signature followed by encryption can be
performed on single step that increase the efficiency and reduce the cost. It has
not be used in some application where only one functionality like encryption or
authentication is required but after some time generalized signcryption [5] scheme
is used to eliminate it. In other words without any computation it provides con-
fidentiality and integrity both as well as separately.
1.1 Message Encryption
It’s the process where message (plain text) is converted into unintelligent format
(cipher text) so that nobody can understand it. It’s important so that unau-
thorized people can’t see the original message. In cryptography there are many
message encryption techniques like DES (data encryption standard) and AES
(Advanced Encryption standard) [6]. Encryption algorithms are classified into
two forms: public key encryption where public key of receiver is used for encryp-
tion and private key encryption where secret key between sender and receiver is
used for encryption.
1.2 Message Decryption
It’s the process where unintelligent format of message is converted into readable
format. Decryption is of two types: public key decryption where receiver decrypts
the message with his own private key and private key decryption where shared
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secret key between sender and receiver is used for decryption. The process of
encryption and decryption is shown in the figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Public Key Encryption-Decryption Process
1.3 Message Authentication
It’s used to protect the integrity of message where one party sends the message to
another party in such a way if the message is modified in route then receiver can
easily detect the message. Message authentication is divided into two categories
[7]: private key authentication (MAC) and public key digital signature (DSS,
ECDSA).
1.4 Digital Signature
Here one party checks the authenticity of another party to check whether he is
getting the message from genuine user or not. To authenticate the message digital
signature technique is used where message is signed by the private key of sender
and verified by the public key of sender at receiver end. Here sender can not deny
that he has never sent the message. The process is shown in figure 1.2
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Figure 1.2: Digital Signature Process
1.5 Signature Then Encryption
It is the traditional method to achieve both the confidentiality and authenticity [3].
Here first Message is encrypted then it is signed at sender side, now the Message
and signature pair is sent to the receiver side where first Message is decrypted
then verified by receiver. It is two step process so it takes lot of machine cycle,
that increase its computation as well as communication overheads so in many
application that requires fast response, Signature then Encryption is not suitable.
so in next paragraph we are going to discuss the new primitive called Signcryption.
The process is shown in figure 1.3
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Figure 1.3: Signature then Encryption Technique
1.6 Signcryption
Signcryption is a cryptographic primitive proposed by Yullian Zheng in 1997 [4],
which achieves integrity and confidentiality in a single logical step. Signature then
encryption requires two steps but by signcryption only one step is sufficient for
achieving confidentiality and integrity so signcryption reduces the communication
as well as computation cost and increase the efficiency [8]. In many application
like mobile agent protocol, Key management and routing protocol and electronic
transaction protocol signcryption are using.
1.7 Identity Based Signcryption
In public key cryptography if we have multiple sender and receiver then we have
n number of public-private key pairs [9]. To manage it we require PKI (public
key infrastructure) but it increases the cost and reduce the efficiency so Shamir
proposed the new scheme in 1984 [10, 11], i.e., identity based scheme where any
user’s public id like email address, MAC address is used as a public key that
reduces the key management issue. Here to assure that the public key belongs
to individual user, certificate is provided to user, again it increases the cost so
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to minimize it trusted third party is used to see the communication, called PKG
(private key generator) [12,13].
1.8 Security Parameters
• Confidentiality: It means only the genuine user can access the message, unau-
thorized member should not access the message [3]. Message can be read by the
receiver whom sender wants to transmit.
• Integrity: Integrity means message can not be changed by unauthorized party
in the channel, for checking integrity of message, hash function is used. First
message is converted into digest [3] then receiver calculate the digest and match
calculated digest with original digest. If it matches then message is not changed.
• Unforgability: It means the inability of any entity to produce a valid message-
signature pair except the designated signer [3].
• Public Verifiability: It means any third party can easily verify that the sign-
crypted text is valid or not, without any requirement for the secret key of the
sender or the recipient.
• Non-Repudiation: Non Repudiation means sender can not deny of send-
ing the message. Means the receiver can prove that message comes from sender
side [3].
• Authentication: It involves confirming the identity of a system user. Authen-
tication often involves verifying the validity of any form of identification. It means,
the receiver of the message should be convinced about the senders legitimacy [3].
• Forward Secrecy: It defines the message should not expose its information
even when some private parameters (secret key) is revealed.
1.9 Thesis Organization
The thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter-2: We will discuss various survey work related to thesis. The survey is
classified into 4 parts: Signcryption scheme based on elliptic curve [14], Signcryp-
tion scheme based on bilinear pairing [15,16], Identity based scheme and certificate
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less scheme.
Chapter-3: Here we will discuss various mathematical preliminaries that are re-
quired for implementation of the proposed scheme. Here we will discuss about
hash function and properties of elliptic curves.
Chapter-4: Here we have proposed a new Modified improved identity based
Signcryption Scheme and compared their complexities and efficiency with ex-
isting schemes.
Chapter-5: Here we have proposed the second new Modified improved certifi-
cateless Signcryption scheme and compared their complexities and efficiency
with existing schemes.
Chapter-6: Here we will discuss the remarks and future scope of work.
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Chapter 2
Litrature Review
2.1 Related Work
Confidentiality and integrity are the two important parameters that must be sat-
isfied for secure communication [3]. These two parameters are achieved by en-
cryption and signature. These two things can be performed with different ways:
Signature then encryption, encryption then signature, signature and encryption
etc. In many real time application privacy and authenticity simultaneously can
be achieved by some protocol like SSL (Secure Socket Layer), IPSec (Internet
Protocol Security), and PGP (Pretty Good Privacy) but this method is not good
because of some reason, like it has low efficiency, and cost is sum of encryption and
authentication. So to enhance the security in 1997 Zheng [4] proposed the new
primitive called signcryption where authentication and encryption can be done
on single step. Compared with available scheme it has low communication cost,
less computation overheads and higher efficiency. In many application like elec-
tronic transaction protocol, mobile agent protocol and key management protocol
signcryption is used. In 2002, Baek et al. [9] first describe the fully practical effi-
cient signcryption scheme then after many signcryption scheme is developed based
on RSA problem, Diffie-Hellman problem [17], bilinear based [18] etc. the differ-
ent variation of signcryption is Also designed like parallel signcryption [19], hybrid
signcryption [20], identity based signcryption [21], multi receiver signcryption [22],
group signcryption [23] and so on.
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2.2 Identity Based Cryptosystem
Identity based cryptosystem was introduced by Shamir in 1984 [11]. The main idea
is to use any public string as a public key. The string may be any phone number,
email address, MAC address, social security number or any publically available
parameter. Here Private Key can be derived by trusted party called PKG (Private
Key generator). PKG have their master public and master private key that helps
to generate the private key of any user that reduces the key management problem.
The main problem of identity based cryptography is key escrow problem [10,15].
Here PKG gives private key to all users that mean PKG can sign crypt as well as
design crypt any message and PKG can forge any user. Here at security point of
view no third party can do all these things, So to solve it we have proposed the
new scheme based on certificateless cryptography [24,25].
2.3 Certificateless Cryptography
Certificateless cryptography first proposed by Al- Riyami and Paterson [25] that
avoids drawbacks of Identity based cryptography. It inherits from identity based
technique, trusted party present here that generate the private key for all user
but every user again generate their own private key, i.e., partial private key so the
private key will be the combination of two private keys, i.e., partial private key
and private key given by PKG, that reduces the Key Escrow issue.
2.4 Framework of Identity based Signcryption
scheme
The algorithm consists of four steps which are:
Setup (1k): Its randomized algorithm run by PKG. given a security parameter
k, the algorithm generates the system parameters params and master secret key
Msk [26] and master public key Mpk.
Key Generation (Mpk, Msk, ID): PKG takes user ID as input and generate
corresponding public private key pair Qu/Su [18].
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Signcryption (Mpk, Qr, Ss): To send the message from sender S to receiver
R, this algorithm takes input (Ss, IDr, m) and output signcrypted text σ =
SIGNCRY PT (Ss, IDr,m)
Unsigncryption (Qs, Sr): Receiver takes (IDs, Sr, σ) as input and output m if
σ is a valid signcryption done by sender S to receiver R, otherwise output false
(⊥) if it is not valid [27].
2.5 Framework for Certificateless Signcryption
Scheme
It consists of six different algorithms [24,25,28]. The steps are:
Setup (1k): An algorithm is run by PKG to generate their own Master Private
key and public parameter. Given a security parameter k the algorithm generate
the secret key Msk, public key Mpk and public parameters params.
Extract-Partial-Private-Key (IDu, Msk, params): A randomized algorithm
that takes Msk, params and users identity as a input and gives their partial secret
key Du. The algorithm is run by PKG after verifying users identity.
Generate-User-Keys (IDu, params): An algorithm run by user that takes
user id and params as input and gives secret value x and public key PK. User
generates their own private key that will be useful for creating full private key.
Set-Private-Key (Du, x, params): An algorithm that takes partial secret key
Du and secret key generated by user i.e. x as an input and generate the full private
key Su for particular user U. this algorithm is executed by user to generate their
full private key.
Signcryption (IDr,m, Ss): To send the message from sender S to receiver R, this
algorithm takes input (Ss, IDr,m) and output signcrypted text σ = SIGNCRY PT (Ss, IDr,m).
Unsigncryption (Qs, Sr): Receiver takes (IDs, Sr, σ) as input and output m if
σ is a valid signcryption done by sender S to receiver R, otherwise output false
(⊥) if it is not valid.
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2.6 Comparison of existing Signcryption Schemes
The related works on signcryption is classified into four categories:
1. Signcryption Scheme without Bilinear Pairing
• IDSH: An Efficient Identity-Based Signcryption Scheme without Bilinear Pair-
ings by hassan. [29]
2. Bilinear Pairing Based Schemes
• IDSSBL: Efficient and provable secure Identity Based signature and signcryption
from bilinear map by barreto and libert [18].
• IDG: Analysis and Improvement of Identity-Based Designated Verifier Signature
Scheme by guozhi chen.
• IDLQ: A new identity based Signcryption scheme from pairings By Benoit Lib-
ert,and Jean- Jacques Quisquater [27].
• IDSS: Cryptanalysis of Two Identity Based Signcryption Schemes by Qi Xia and
Chunxiang Xu [30].
3. Certificateless Environment
• ICST: Certificateless Proxy Identity-Based Signcryption Scheme QI Yanfeng,
and TANG Chunming [28].
• ICSM: Certificateless Signcryption by M. Barbosa and P. Farshim [24].
4. Signcryption Scheme for Multi Receiver
• IMS: An Efficient Identity-Based Signcryption Scheme for Multiple Receivers by
S. Sharmila Deva Selvi [21].
• IML: Cryptanalysis of two identity-based Signcryption schemes and an identity-
based multi-signcryption scheme by Liang Hu, Wei Yuan, Fan-er Meng [30].
• MIDSCYK: An Efficient Provably Secure Multi Recipient Identity-Based Sign-
cryption Scheme [31]
The table 2.1 shows the comparision of different schemes.
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SCHEMES KG S U
IDSH 4M 4M 5M
IDLQ 2M 2M+2P+2E 3P(+1)+2E
ICST 4M 3M 9M
ICSM 5M 4M+1P+1E 2P(+2)+1M
MIDSCYK 2M (3+n)M+2P+1E 4P+1E
Table 2.1: Comparison of Computation Cost of Signcryption Scheme including
Key Generation
M: Point multiplication P: No of Pairing operation; E: Exponentiation
(+): No of pre computed terms; S: Signcryption; D: Designcryption
KG: Key generation; n: number of receiver.
2.7 Observation
Here different pairing based signcryption scheme and certificateless based sign-
cryption is compared. Table 2.2 gives the observation of different schemes.
Scheme
Signcryption Unsigncryption
M E P M E P
IDSH 4 0 0 5 0 0
IDLQ 2 2 2 0 2 3 (+1)
ICST 3 0 0 9 0 0
ICSM 4 1 1 1 0 2 (+2)
MIDSCYK 3+n 1 2 0 1 4
Table 2.2: Comparison of Computation Cost of Signcryption Scheme including
Key Generation
M: point multiplication; E: Exponentiation; P: Pairing; (+) Precomputed op-
eration; n: number of receiver
2.8 Motivation
In public key cryptography for providing confidentiality and integrity encryption
and signature process is used but it is a sequential process that means first mes-
sage is encrypted then signed at sender side likewise message is decrypted then
verified at receiver side. So it consumes a lot of machine cycle and enhances the
14
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complexity of system but in many applications like e-commerce where we need
more speed and efficiency, signature then encryption technique can not be used.
So to achieve confidentiality and integrity simultaneously on a single step, sign-
cryption is used. The main aim of this paper is to design the efficient signcryption
scheme that reduces the cost and increases the efficiency and to remove the Key
Escrow Problem.
2.9 Objective of Research
1. To design an efficient identity based Signcryption scheme that have less over-
heads.
2. To design an efficient certificateless Signcryption Scheme to avoid key escrow
problem.
15
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Mathematical Background
3.1 Mathematics of Cryptography
In this chapter we will be going to discuss various mathematical properties of
cryptography that is useful to understand the mathematics description of this
paper. Some important function like group, ring, bilinear map, field, elliptic curve
will be discussed here.
3.1.1 Modular Arithmetic
Set of Residues: Zn Here Z is the set of integer. Modulo operations result
always gives non-negative integer [3]. Suppose k is the modulo operation then
value of k is between 0 to k-1, suppose a mod k is any modulo operation where
’a’ is any integer then result varies between 0 to k-1.
Example: Zk= {0, 1, 2....(k − 1)}
Z4= {0, 1, 2, 3}
Z1= {0}
Z9={0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}
Additive Inverse : Suppose m and n are two number in Zk then it is called
additive inverse of one another if m + n = 0 (mod k)
Example: in Z10 10-4 = 6 is additive inverse of 4, so in generalized way for Zk, n
= k - m
16
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Multiplicative Inverse : Two number a and b are multiplicative inverse of
each other if, m × n ≡ 1 (mod k) for example in Z10 the multiplicative inverse of
3 is 7 because 3*7 ≡ 1 (mod 10). The integer m in Zk has a multiplicative inverse
exist only if gcd (k, m) = 1. For example, 8 have no multiplicative inverse in Z10
because gcd (10,8) 6= 1
Some new sets :
1. Z∗k : it is the subset of Zk and contains only those integers for which multi-
plicative inverse exist. In Zk each member contains additive inverse but only few
member contains multiplicative inverse. Example:
Z6 ={0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} Z∗6= {1, 5}
Z7= {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} Z∗7= {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}
Z10= {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} Z∗10= {1, 3, 7, 9}
2. Zp: its same as Zk but k is replaced with prime no p. Zp includes all integers
between 0 to p-1. Each member that belongs to Zp has a additive inverse and all
members have multiplicative inverse excluding 0.
3. Z∗p : its same as Z
∗
n but here p is prime number. In Zp only some member have
multiplicative inverse but in Z∗p all member have multiplicative inverse excluding
0. Z∗p contain all integer from 1 to p-1. Example:
Z∗11= {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}
3.1.2 Mathematics of Symmetric Key Cryptography
Algebraic Structures : Cryptography requires different sets of integer and dif-
ferent operation performed on that integer. Algebraic structure is the combination
of integers and operations. There are many algebraic structures like groups, rings,
fields.
Groups : A group [32] is the set of element that contains operation of binary
”•” And satisfy four operations. Commutative group is a group that satisfies five
operations including commutativity, also called abelian group. The properties are
as follows:
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1. Closure : If i and j is the element of G then k = i • j is Also the element of G
that means if we apply any operation on any element of group G then result will
Also belongs to group G.
2. Associativity : If i, j, l are the element of group G, then (i • j) • l = i • (j • l)
in other words order doesn’t matter for applying group operation.
3. Commutativity : If p, q belongs to group G, then p • q = q • p
4. Existence of identity element : for all i in group G there exist an identity
element ’ie’ such that ie • i = i • ie = i.
5. Existence of inverse : for each i in group G there exist an element i′ such that
i • i′ = i′ • i = ie
Finite Group : A group is called finite if it contains number of elements that is
finite otherwise its called infinite group.
Order of Group : It is the number of unique element present in group. If
number of element is finite then its called order is finite otherwise order is infinite.
Subgroup: A subset SG is called the subset of group G if SG itself is a group
with respect to the operation on G, in other words if G =〈r, •〉 is a group and SG
= 〈t, •〉 is a group under the same operation and t is non empty subset of r, then
SG is called subgroup of G. the above definition gives:
1. If i and j the member of both group then k = i • j is Also the member of both
group.
2. Same identity element exists for both.
3. If i belong to both groups then inverse of i also belongs to both groups.
4. The group made of identity element of G, SG = 〈{ie} , •〉, is a subgroup of G.
5. Each group is itself a subgroup.
Cyclic Subgroup : If any subgroup of a particular group can be produced by
the power of a component, subgroup is known as cyclic. Here power indicates,
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group operation is performed repeatedly.
i
k → i • i • i....•i (k times)
Cyclic Group : It is the group that includes its self Cyclic Subgroup. The
Component that can generate cyclic sub group can Also produce the whole group
itself, that component is called generator of the group. If gr is a generator then,
the elements in finite cyclic group can be written as {ie, gr1, gr2, ....., grk−1}, where
grk = ie. a cyclic group can have many generators.
Example: The group Ge = 〈Z6,+〉 is a cyclic group with two generator, ge = 1
and ge = 5 The group Ge =〈Z10, ∗〉 is a cyclic group with two generators, ge=3
and ge=7.
Order of an element : order of i ord(i) is the smallest integer k such that
ik=ie, the order of an element is the order of the cyclic group that it generates.
Ring: A ring [33] Ri is a type of algebraic structure that have two operation.
First one satisfies the all five operation of abelian group and 2nd operation sat-
isfy only the first two, means closure and associativity. It is denoted by Ri =
〈{...} , ∗,〉. 2nd operation is distributed over 1st operation. Distributive means
for all i, j and k element of Ri, we have i  (j • k) = (i  j)•(i  k) and (i • j) 
k = (i  k) • (j  k).
The ring that satisfies commutative property is called commutative ring.
Field : Field [33] is one type of commutative ring in which 2nd operation sat-
isfies all five properties that defined for the 1st operation excluding the identity of
the 1st operation (Zero element) has no inverse.
Finite Fields : A finite field is the field with finite number of element. Ga-
lois demonstrated that a field to have finite, number of component must be tk,
where t is prime number and k is positive integer. Finite field is Also called Galois
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fields and described as GF(tk).
3.2 Elliptic-Curve Cryptosystem
Elliptic-curve system in cryptography is suggested in 1985 [34] by victor miller
and Neal Koblitz . Elliptic-curve cryptosystem uses elliptic curve scheme.
Definition of elliptic-curve : An Elliptic-curve [34] over a field which is fi-
nite, is non-singular cubic curve that have 2 variables, where f(P, Q) = 0 . The
field P is usually taken to be the complex numbers, real number, rational number,
algebraic expressions of rationale numbers or a finite field. By, non-singular means
all 3 roots of EC must be distinct.
General form of elliptic-curve (EC) : Any elliptic curve can be defined by
following equation. A2 = B3+ aB + b, here B is not a continuous point, chosen
from particular field GF (P) or GF (2k). The figure 3.1 shows the elliptic curve of
equation Y 2 = x3 - x + 1.
Figure 3.1: graphical representation of elliptic curve Y 2 = x3 - x + 1
Properties:
1. Symmetric over x-axis.
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2. Cubic curve in the variable x.
Why ECC?
Elliptic curve cryptography is public key encryption technique based on EC the-
ory that is mainly used to make smaller, faster, and efficient keys of cryptography.
Elliptic-Curve-Cryptosystem generates key with the help of EC equation but not
of key generation with traditional method like product of very large prime num-
ber. it gives security level with a 164-bit key but other systems (like RSA) requires
a 1,024-bit key to achieve it. Here ECC helps to make equivalent security with
less computation power and battery resource usage. It is becoming most popular
for mobile applications. In every 10 years key size becomes double so traditional
methods can’t be used due to large bit key. Table 3.1 shows some currently
used RSA key length by some organization. If key size increase then definitely
it increases the security but it causes serious problem. If we double the RSA
key length then decryption will be 8 times slower. Table 3.1 gives the RSA key
length of some organization and table 3.2 gives the security level of ECC and RSA.
Organization RSA Key length
ICICI bank 2048
Google 1024
Facebook 1024
Amazon 2048
eBay 2048
Online SBI 2048
Canara Bank 2048
Table 3.1: RSA Key length of some organization
Cipher text size also becomes large. Speed of encryption also infected with
large key length, which is slower by factor of 4. Table 3.2 gives the security level
of ECC and RSA scheme.
From table it is clear that ECC takes less key length so as compared to RSA
it is more efficient.
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Security Level 80 112 120 128 256
ECC 160 185 237 256 512
RSA 1024 2048 2560 3072 15360
Table 3.2: RSA and ECC key Sizes
Application of ECC : ECC takes low power and low key length, so any appli-
cation that takes less power and more security, ECC is used. In many areas it is
using like
1. Wireless communication devices
2. Online transactions
3. Mobile devices
4. Smart cards
5. Web servers
3.3 Cryptographic Hash Function
Cryptographic hash function [35] is a function that takes variable length string as
a input and gives Fixed length string i.e. message digest.
ha:{0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}k where k is length of MD means message digest. Let’s take a
function f(I) = J that maps I to the image J. I is called preimage of J. The output
is called hash value or message digest. Here we use J=ha(I) that denotes, applying
hash function into variable length message I and that gives fixed length digest J.
hash function should follow some characteristics:
1. x should be variable length and y is fixed length.
2. For given I its easy to compute J but vice versa should be very tough that
means hash function should be one way function.
3. Two messages doesnt have same message digest.
4. Hash function must be easy to compute.
Suppose I and J is message then ha(I)=ha(J) is infeasible. Today Hash function is
used in various cryptographic techniques like message authentication code (MAC),
digital signature, random sequence generator used in key agreements, authentica-
tion protocol etc. Hash function need to satisfy the 3 main properties:
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1. Preimage Resistance : Given a digest J=ha(I), its computationally infeasi-
ble to compute I. That is, computational cost of getting the input I must be ≥ 2k,
where h(I) = J and |J | = k.
Hash function for which preimage cant be solved efficiently is called preimage re-
sistance.
2. 2nd preimage resistance: Given message I its computationally infeasible to
compute different message I ′ that have same message digest. i.e. ha(I)=ha(I ′) is
infeasible to compute thats called second preimage resistance.
3. Collision resistance : It is impossible to find two messages with same message
digest. That means if I and I ′ two different message then ha(I)=ha(I ′) is impos-
sible. This property is known as collision resistance.
Message Detection Code (MDC): MDC is the message digest that can prove
the integrity of message that means message has not been changed. If sender
wants to send message and be sure that the message is not changed during trans-
mission then sender can create a message digest and send both the message and
message digest towards receiver. Receiver can create the new message digest and
compared it with old one. If message digest is same then message is not altered
and it is accepted.
Message Authentication Code (MAC) : MDC only ensure about integrity of
message but MAC can ensure integrity as well as data origin authentication. To
achieve it MDC is converted into MAC. The difference between MDC and MAC
is that in MAC a secret key (Private Key) is used between parties.
Sender uses hash function to create MAC from the concatenation of key and the
message, ha(K | M) then sends the message and MAC over insecure channel. Re-
ceiver separates the message from the MAC then he makes the new MAC from the
concatenation of the message and secret key. Receiver then compares the newly
created MAC with the one received. If the two MACs match, the message is au-
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thentic and has not been modified by imposter.
Random oracle model : Random oracle model was introduced in 1993 by
bellare and rogaway [36]. It is an ideal mathematical model for hash function.
The behaviour of this model is given as:
1. When any new message comes then oracle create the fixed size of digest for
that message and save the message and digest in oracle record.
2. When any message is exist and digest exists for that message then oracle simply
puts the message digest in their record.
3. The digest for any new information is independently chosen from previous di-
gest.
Pigeonhole principle : Random oracle model can be understood by the pi-
geonhole principle. It states that if we have n pigeonholes and n+1 pigeons then
2 pigeon is occupied in at least one pigeonhole. In generalized way, if m pigeon-
holes are occupied by tm+1 pigeons, then at least one pigeonhole is occupied by
t+1 pigeons. Because the main idea of hashing dictates that the digest should be
shorter than the message, according to principle there can be collision. In other
words there must be some digest that corresponds to more than one message so
the relationship between messages and possible digests is many to one.
3.4 Pairing Based Cryptography
The main idea of pairing based cryptography [37] is mapping between two impor-
tant groups which allow a new scheme that is based upon the reduction of one
problem to another that means reduction of problem which is hard from one group
to problem which is easier as compared to first one in another group.
Bilinear Maps:
Bilinear Map allows mapping between different groups. let G1 is cyclic additive
group with generator pr. Bilinear map is Also called pairing because it allows pair
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of element from Gr1 and Gr2 to another group Grt.
Suppose Gr1, Gr2, Grt are cyclic groups with large prime order qr. Generally Gr1,
Gr2 are additive group and Grt are multiplicative group. A bilinear pairing is
described as er: Gr1 × Gr2 → Grt that satisfy the bilinear property:
er(iP, jQ) = er(P,Q)
ij for all P ∈ Gr1, Q ∈ Gr2 and all i, j ∈ Z.
It means if pr is generator of Gr1 and Qr is generator of Gr2 then er(pr,Qr) is
generator of Grt. The mapping is called computable if there exist some algorithm
that can efficiently compute er(Pr,Qr) for Pr,Qr ∈ Gr1. if Gr1 = Gr2 then paring
is called symmetric otherwise pairing is known as asymmetric. if Gr1 = Gr2 =
Grt then pairing is called self bilinear map Gr × Gr → Gr.
Bilinear pairing :
if Gr1 is cyclic additive group and Gr2 is cyclic multiplicative group of the same
order qr, suppose Pr is generator of Z
∗
q . a bilinear pairing is a map er : Gr1 ×
Gr2 → Grt that satisfies the following properties:
1. Bilinearity: for every Pr,Qr,Rr ∈ Gr1, er(Pr, Qr+Rr) = er(Pr,Qr)er(Pr,Rr) or
er(Pr+Qr,Rr) = er(Pr,Rr)er(Qr,Rr)
for any i,j ∈ Z∗q
er(iPr,jQr) = er(Pr, Qr)
ij = er(ijPr,Qr) = er(Pr,ijQr) = er(iPr, Qr)
j = er(Pr, iQr)
j
= er(jPr, Qr)
i = er(Pr, jQr)
i
er(krPr,Qr) = er(Pr, Qr)
kr = er(Pr,krQr) = er(Pr, Qr)
kr
2. Non-Degeneracy : If everything maps to identity then it is undesirable, if Pr is
generator of Gr1 then er(Pr,Pr) is generator of Gr2 that means if there exist Pr ∈
Gr1 such that er(Pr,Pr) 6= 1 where 1 is identity element of Gr2.
3. Computability : There must be exist an algorithm that can efficiently compute
er(Pr,Qr) for every Pr,Qr ∈ Gr1.
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Modified Identity Based
Signcryption Scheme (MIBS)
In this chapter we have proposed efficient identity based Signcryption scheme with
bilinear pairing and compare their efficiency with existing schemes.
4.1 Frame Work of the MIBS Scheme
The algorithm for MIBS consists of 4 steps: MIBS (SETUP, KEY-GENERATION,
MIS, and MIU. the description is as follows:
• SETUP(1k) : The randomized algorithm run by PKG (trusted party) to gen-
erate the public and private key of PKG (private key generator) where security
parameter k is given. The algorithm will generate the system parameter params.
Suppose PKG chooses Msk as a secret key and Mpk as public key.
• KEY-GENERATION (Mpk, Msk, ID): Given identity ID of user PKG
will generate their public (Qid) and private key (Sid).
• MIS (Ss, IDr, m): For sending the message from sender S to receiver R this
algorithm takes (Ss, IDr, m) as a input and gives Signcypted text σ = MIS(Ss,
IDr, m) as output.
• MIU (IDs, Sr): This algorithm takes (IDs, Sr, σ) as input and gives out-
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put m when σ is valid otherwise gives invalid message (⊥).
4.2 Description of the MIBS Scheme
SETUP : Given the security parameter 1k, trusted party generates two groups
Gr1 and Gr2 of prime order p. P is the generator of Gr1 and e: Gr1 × Gr1 →
Gr2. three hash function are used here which is as follows:
• H0 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗q
• H1 : G2 → Z∗q
• H2 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗q
here n denotes the number of bits to represent message. trusted party generate
Msk ∈ Z∗q as the secret key and calculate public key Mpk = Msk × P.
params : 〈Gr1, Gr2, P,Mpk, H0, H1, H2, e〉
KEY-GENERATION : Suppose user ID is Uid, here trusted party generate
the private key for user U.
Qu = H0(IDu)
Su = MskQu
MIS(Qr, Ss,Mpk): If sender S with identity IDs wants to send a message to
receiver R with identity IDr then the different steps followed by him is:
- Select x Uniformly from Z∗q
- U ← xP
- Y ← e(Qr,Mpk)x
- B ← H1(Y)
- C ← B ⊕ M
- T ← H2(Y, U, M, Qs, Qr, IDs, IDr)
- V ← UT + Ss
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- σ ← (C, U, V)
MIU: After receiving σ receiver does the following steps:
- Y ← e(Sr, U)
- B ← H1(Y)
- M ← B ⊕ C
- T ← H2(Y, U, M, Qs, Qr, IDs, IDr)
Message Verification :
If e(V, P) ← e(U, P )T . e(Qs, Mpk)
Correctness :
- Y ← e(Sr, U)
- Y ← e(MskQr,xP)
- Y ← e(Qr,MskP )x
- Y ← e(Qr,Mpk)x
So Y ← e(Qr,Mpk)x ← e(Sr, U)
Mathematical Proof of verification :
- e(V, P) ← e(UT + Ss, P)
← e(UT, P)e(Ss, P)
← e(U, P )T e(MskQs, P)
← e(U, P )T e(Qs, MskP)
- e(V, P) ← e(U, P )T e(Qs, Mpk) (Verified)
4.3 Efficiency analysis
The main purpose of our scheme is to reduce the complexity and enhance the
efficiency. There are two types of cost first Computation that includes the various
mathematical operations like multiplication, division, pairing, exponentiation and
communication cost that includes transmission complexity. The scheme simply
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remove the complexity of various existing scheme like [16, 38]. In table 4.1 we
have compared the computation complexity of our scheme with existing one. Our
scheme gives better performance as compared to [16,38] so its the improved version
of identity based Signcryption scheme. Table 4.1 shows the efficiency comparision
of our proposed scheme with existing schemes.
Scheme
Signcryption Unsigncryption
M E P M E P
Libert Quisquater 2 2 0 (+2) 0 2 3 (+2)
X Boyens 3 1 0 (+1) 2 0 3 (+1)
Chow et al. s 2 0 0 (+2) 1 0 4
Li Fa-Gen Et Al.S 3 1 1 (+1) 0 2 2 (+2)
Proposed scheme 2 1 0 (+1) 0 1 3 (+1)
Table 4.1: Efficiency Comparison with other Signcryption schemes
M: Number of point multiplication in group G1; E: Number of exponentiation
in G2 ; P: Number of pairing Computation; (+): Precomputation of pairing
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Certificateless Signcryption
Scheme (CIBS)
In this chapter we have proposed efficient certificateless Signcryption scheme with
bilinear pairing and compare their efficiency with existing schemes.
5.1 Frame Work of improved CIBS scheme
The algorithm for CIBS consists of 6 steps: CIBS(SETUP, EXTRACT-PARTIAL-
PRIVATE-KEY, GENERATE-USER-KEY, SET-PRIVATE-KEY CIS, CIU. the
description is as follows:
• SETUP(1k) : The randomized algorithm run by PKG (trusted party) to gen-
erate the public and private key of PKG (private key generator) where security
parameter k is given. The algorithm will generate the system parameter params .
Suppose PKG chooses Msk as a secret key and Mpk as public key.
• EXTRACT-PARTIAL-PRIVATE-KEY (params, Msk, ID): Given iden-
tity ID of user PKG will generate their public key (Qid) and partial private key
(Did).
• GENERATE-USER-KEY(IDu, params): Here user run an algorithm that
takes user id as input and generate the secret key x and public key PK of user.
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• SET-PRIVATE-KEY(Du, x, params): An algorithm that takes partial
private key (Du) and secret key (x) as input and return the full private key Su.
• CIS (Ss, IDr, m): For sending the message from sender S to receiver R this
algorithm takes (Ss, IDr, m) as a input and gives Signcypted text σ = CIS(Ss,
IDr, m) as output.
• CIU (IDs, Sr): This algorithm takes (IDs, Sr, σ) as input and gives out-
put m when σ is valid otherwise gives invalid message (⊥).
5.2 Description of the improved CIBS Scheme
SETUP : Given the security parameter 1k, trusted party generates two groups
Gr1 and Gr2 of prime order p. P is the generator of Gr1 and e: Gr1 × Gr1 →
Gr2. Three hash functions are used here which is as follows:
• H0 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗q
• H1 : Gr2 → Z∗q
• H2 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗q
Here n denotes the number of bits to represent message. trusted party generate
Msk ∈ Z∗q as the secret key and calculate public key Mpk = Msk × P.
params : 〈Gr1, Gr2, P,Mpk, H0, H1, H2, e〉
EXTRACT-PARTIAL-PRIVATE-KEY: Suppose user ID is Uid, here trusted
party generate the private key for user U.
Qu = H0(IDu)
Du = Msk .Qu
GENERATE-USER-KEY(ID): An algorithm is used by user that takes
input as identity and public parameter and output the secret value x and public
key PK.
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PKu = x.P
SET-PRIVATE-KEY(Du,x,Params): An algorithm that takes input as
partial secret Du and secret value x and return the full private key Su.
CIS (Ss, Mpk, Qr): This algorithm takes Ss, Mpk, Qr as a input and gives
σ as output.
- Pick random r ∈ Z∗q
- U ← rP
- Y ← e(Qr,Mpk)r
- B ← H2(Y)
- C ← B⊕ M
- T ← H1(U, M, Y, Qs, Qr, IDs,IDr)
- V ← Ds + xT +rT
- σ ← (C, U, V)
CIU (Sb, Qs, Mpk): Algorithm that takes σ as an input and gives m as output
and check whether it is genuine or not.
- Y ← e(Dr, U)
- B ← H2(Y)
- M ← B⊕ C
- T ← H1(U,M, Y,Qs, Qr, IDs, IDr)
Verification :
If e(V,P) = e(Qs,Mpk).e(T, PKs).e(T,U)
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Correctness :
- Y ← e(Dr, U)
- Y ←e(Msk.Qr,U)
- Y ←e(Msk.Qr,rP)
- Y ←e(Qr,Msk.rP)
- Y ←e(Qr,Msk.Pr)
- Y ←e(Qr,Mpk.r)
- Y ← e(Dr,U) ← e(Qr,Mpk)r
Mathematical proof of verification
e(V, P) ← e(Ds + xT +rT, P)
← e(Ds,P)e(xT,P)e(rT, P)
← e(Msk.Qs, P) e(T, xP) e(T,rP)
e(V, P) ← e(Qs, Mpk) e(T,PKs) e(T,U) (Verified)
5.3 Efficiency Analysis
Computation cost is the parameter that defines any algorithms efficiency. Here in
table 5.1 we have compared our proposed algorithm with existing one [24], and
proved that our scheme is more efficient than existing one. Table 5.1 shows the
efficiency analysis of our scheme with existing one.
Scheme
Signcryption Unsigncryption
M E P M E P
Barbosa et al. 4 1 0 (+1) 1 0 4 (+1)
Proposed Scheme 3 1 0 (+1) 0 0 4 (+1)
Table 5.1: Efficiency Comparison with Certificateless Signcryption Scheme
M: number of point multiplications in G1; E: number of exponentiation in G2;
P: number of pairing computations; (+): Pre-computation of pairing
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Conclusion and Future Work
Identity based Signcryption is a approach that reduces the communication as well
as computation cost and increase the efficiency of the system, here we have pro-
posed the new improved identity based scheme that is more efficient as compared
to some existing scheme. We have compared the complexity of our proposed
scheme with existing work and proved that our scheme is efficient. Later we pro-
posed the new certificateless signcryption scheme to avoid the key escrow problem
that comes in identity based cryptosystem and compared their efficiency with ex-
isting scheme and proved that our certificateless scheme is the improved version.
In many application where less time is required Identity based signcryption is the
great solution like AD-hoc network, mobile computing and embedded system.
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